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Let R be a right X,-continuous regular ring. We show that there exists a two- 
sided ideal I of R such that R/Z is a directly finite, right X,-continuous regular ring 
and each directly finite factor ring of R is a factor ring of R/I. By using this, we 
extend to arbitrary right &-continuous regular rings some of the results obtained 
by Goodearl for directly finite, right X,-continuous regular rings. 1 1987 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a (von Neumann) regular ring. R is said to be right 
continuous provided the lattice L( RR) of principal right ideals of R is up 
0 -continuous, i.e., every countable subset of L(R,) has a supremum in 
L(R,), and 
far every A E L(RR) and every countable ascending chain B, d B, d ..I in 
L(R,). It is shown in [3, Corollary 14.41 that R is right &j-continuous if 
and only if every countably generated right ideal of R is essential in a prin- 
cipal right ideal of R. Left &-continuous regular rings are defined similarly. 
In C5, 6, 73, a structure theory for right and left Ho-continuous regular 
rings has been developed. Later, Goodearl has shown in [I41 that this 
structure theory carries over nearly intact for directly finite, right 
continuous regular rings. The key result in [4] is that any directly finite, 
right Ho-continuous regular ring is unit-regular. As we shall see, all the 
directly finite factor rings of a right tJ,-continuous regular ring are unit- 
regular, which can be viewed as a generalization of Goodearl’s result. Also, 
we are able to answer in the affirmative problems 25 and 26 in [3, p 3471 
(the directly finite case of these problems was answered by Goodearl [4, 
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Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.21). The main tool in this paper is the con- 
struction, for a right &continuous regular ring R, of a two-sided ideal I 
such that R/I is a directly finite, right &continuous regular ring and I< K 
for every two-sided ideal K of R such that RjK is directly finite. We shall 
show how some properties of R/I can be tranferred to R. 
All rings considered in this paper are associative with 1, and all modules 
are unital. We refer the reader to [3] for the general theory of regular 
rings. We recall some pieces of notation. Given modules A and B, we write 
A <r B to mean that A is an essential submodule of B and we write A 5 B 
to mean that A is isomorphic to a submodule of B, while we use nA to 
denote the direct sum of n copies of A. 
A ring R is right K,-injective provided every homomorphism from a 
countably generated right ideal of R into R extends to a right R-module 
endomorphism of R. 
Let R be a right &,-continuous regular ring. The maximal right HO- 
quotient ring of R is a right quotient S of R which is right HO-continuous, 
regular, and right HO-injective, and R contains all the idempotents of S [3, 
pp. 177-1791. We shall use this result a number of times, without further 
reference to it. 
We state, for future reference, three known lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a right &-continuous regular ring and let S be its 
maximal right &-quotient ring. If e is an idempotent of R such that 
eS E 2(eS), then eRe = eSe. 
Proof (See [4, Proof of Proposition 1.11). We observe that the ring eSe 
is isomorphic to M,(eSe) and so, eSe is generated (as a ring) by its idem- 
potents. Since R contains all the idempotents of S, we conclude that 
eSe=eRe. i 
The proof of the following lemma is virtually the same as that of [2, 
Proposition 1, p. 571. We include the proof for the convenience of the 
reader. 
LEMMA 1.2 (cf. [2, Proposition 1, p. 571). Let R be a right &-continuous 
regular ring, let (A,) be an independent sequence of pairwise isomorphic 
right ideals of R, and let J< N be any infinite subset. Then, 
V~EJA,~V,.NA,. 
Proof. Set A=V,EN A,, and B=V,EJA,. Write J=J’uJ”, where J 
and J” are infinite subsets such that J’ n J” = a. Define 
B’= v A,, B”= v A,, C= v A,. 
F?EJ rlEJll ntJ”u(N-J) 
KO-~Obi~~NuOus ~rxiuLAR RINGS iii: 
According to [3, 14.221, we have B” r B’ 2 C. ~o~seq~ent~y~ we con- 
clude that B=B’@B”?zB’@C=A. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R be a right X,-continuous, right ,-injective, regular 
ring and let A and B be finitely generated projective right R-modules. Let A, ) 
A,,... -S A; B, , B,,... d B be independelzt sequences of finitely generated 
submodules of A and B such that A,, % B, for all n. 
(a) If@ A,, <<,A, then ASB. 
(b) If @ A,, d c A and @ B,, d e B, then A E B. 
Proqf: Since R is right K,-injective by hypothesis, we can proceed as in 
14, Proof of Theorem 2.21. # 
2. ALEPH-NOUGHT-CONTINUOUS REGULAR 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a regular ring and let n E N. Set Ii, = 
ix E RInR @ xR 5 nR}. Then, I,, is a two-sided ideal of R such that M,(R/I,,j 
is directly finite. If H is a two-sided ideal of R such that ) is direct/y 
fim’te, then I,, < H. 
ProoJC Let x, y E I,, and z E R. We have (X + y) 
and so. nRO(x+y)R5nR@xR@yR5nR. 
zxR 5 so nR@xzRsnR and nR@zxRsnR. Tlnis shows that I,, is a 
two-si ideal of R. 
Now, we show that M,,(R/Z,) is directly finite. This occurs if and only if 
n(RlI,,) R/l,, is directly finite. Assume that n(R/In) 0 (e + I,)(R/B 
for some idempotent e in R. Then, we have (nR@ eR)/(nR 
/(MI?) I,,. According to (13, 2.201, there exist decompositions 
A,@A,; nR=B,@B, such that A,rB, and A2=A2fn. 
nR @ A2 5 nR. Consequently, we have nR 0 eR 
Thus, e E I, and we conclude that n(R/I,)R,,fl is 
be a two-sided ideal of R such that I* choose - H. 
e that y=x+H#O in R/H and 
Consequently, n( R/H).,, is directly infinite. 
We note that I, < I, < . . . If R/I, is unit-regular, then M,(R/I,) are 
directly finite for all n and consequently I, = In for all n. 
then I is the smallest two-sided ideal M of R such that M 
finite for all n (see [3, Theorem 18.3]). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a right &-continuous regular ring and Eel I be a 
two-sided ideal of R. Assume that V,, N A, <I for any sequence (A,,] of 
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principal right ideals of R such that A,, < I for all n. Then, R/I is a right 
K,-continuous regular ring. 
Proof Let S be the maximal right X,-quotient ring of R. By [3, 3.151, 
IS is a two-sided ideal of S and we observe that IS satisfies the same con- 
dition that I satisfies. Set S= S/IS and R = R/I. We shall show that L(Ss) 
has countable suprema. Let J, , J, ,... be a sequence of principal right ideals 
of S. Choose orthogonal idempotents [3, Proposition 2.141 e,, e2,... in S 
such that I,, J,, =C,,t?,,S and choose an idempotent e E S such that 
C,, e,,S G c eS. Let f be an idempotent in S such that C,, e,,S<fS so that 
e,, -fe,? E IS for all n. By hypothesis, we have V(e,, -fe,,)S d ZS. Observe 
that C (e,, -fell) S = C (e -fe) e,,S = (e -fe) C e,,S <, (e -fe) eS= 
(e -fe) S. Consequently, we get (e -fe)S = V(e,, -fe,,)S < IS and so, Z =fE 
In particular, we obtain .ZS<fS so that eS is the supremum of the family 
{JJ. Thus, L(S,) h as countable suprema. Using [ 1, Lemma 2.11, we see 
that S is right &,-continuous. Inasmuch, as R contains all the idempotents 
of S (because the idempotents in S lift to idempotents of S), we deduce 
from [3, 3.15, (b)] that L(R,) z L(S,). Consequently, we conclude that R 
is right &-continuous. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R he a right &continuous regular ring and let e, g be 
idempotents in R such that R@ eR 5 R and gR !z R. Then, there exist 
orthogonal idempotents h, h’ E gRg such that eR 5 hR, hR z h’R z hR @ h’R, 
and (g-h-h’)RzR. 
Proof First, note that we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
R@eRr R. 
We construct inductively a sequence e,, e,,... of orthogonal idempotents 
such that, for each n, e,, E gRg, e,, R E eR, and (g-e, - ... -e,,) R z R. 
Since gR z R 0 eR, there exists an idempotent e, E gRg such that e, R z eR 
and (g - e,) R E R. Now, assume that, for k 3 1, we have constructed 
orthogonal idempotents e, ,..., ek such that, for i = l,..., k, ej E gRg, e,R z eR 
and (g-e, - ... -e,)Rz R. Since (g-e, - ... -ee,)Rg R@eR, there 
exists an idempotent ek+l E(g-e, - ... -e,)R(g-ee, - ... -ek) such 
that e k+lRzeR and (g-e,- ... -ek-ee,+,)RER. It follows that 
e, ,..., ek + I are orthogonal idempotents satisfying the stated conditions and 
therefore, the induction works. 
Let f, f’ be idempotents in gRg such that fR = V,“= 1 e2,,R, f ‘R = 
Vi?= 0 e2,? + 1 R. By Lemma 1.2, we have fR E frR z fR @f ‘R. In particular, 
we obtain fRz2(fR). We have gR=(g-f)R@fRg(g-f)R@ 
2( fR) z gR 0 fR and, likewise, gR @ fR @f ‘R E’ gR. Consequently, there 
exist orthogonal idempotents h, h’~gRg such that hR E h’R z fR and 
(g-h-h’)RzgRgR. Also, we have eRze,R<fRrhR and so the 
result follows. 0 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a right &-continuous regular ring and let S be its 
maximal right &-quotient ring. If Z= (.x E RiR @ .x2? 2 ), then I=IS= 
Proof According to Proposition 2.1, I is a two-sided ideal of R. Since 
contains all the idempotents of S, it follows from [3, proposition 3.15, (c)] 
that IS= S1. Set x E IS. It is known that there exists a empotent e E 1S 
such that x E eSe (see [S, Lemma 1.11 for a proof). c3, 3.15, (c)II, 
I=ISn and so, e E I. By Lemma 2.3 (with 
z h, R 6 hR, where hR r 2(hR) and h, E hRh. 
eRlz, such that rs = h, and SY = e. Also, since 
says that hRh = hSh. Now, rxs E h , Sh I < hSh = and, co~seq~e~i~y~ 
rxs E ence, x = s(rxs) Y E I. This proves that I= BS. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be a right H,-continuous regular ring 
be its maximal right &-quotient ring. Then: {xERIR@ 
(XES~S@XS~S). Moreover, if{A,,) 1s a sequence ?f:fprincipai right ideals 
C$ R such that A,, < I for all n, then VA,, 6 I. 
i”roq$ Set I= {-xERIR@xRLRR) and J= (.YES/S@XS~SI\. Clearly, 
Also, by Lemma 2.4, I is a two-sided ideal of S. So, by Lemma 2.1, to 
at J= I it suffices to show that S/I is directly finite. Set S= Sir and 
= R/L By Lemma 2.1, i? is directly finite. Assume that S@ A 5 S for 
some A E L(Ss). Let e be an idempotent in S such that ?S= A. Since 
(S @I? eS)/( S @ es) I5 S/I, [ 3,2.20] says that there exist decompositions 
S@eS=A,@Az and S=B,@B, such that A,rB, and A,=ia,l. Since 
I<J, we obtain S@AA,,<S. Hence, S@eS=A,@A,,<S@A,<,S. Now: 
by applying Lemma 2.3 (with g = l), we obtain eS 5 hS with hS z 2(hS) 
and, from Lemma 1.1 we get hRh = hSh. T us, hRh = hSh and so hSh IS a 
directly finite ring. This implies that hS is 
hSz 2(hS) and so, 6 = 0. Since A 5 hS, 
directly finite. 
Let {A,,} be a sequence of principal right ideals of such that A, 6 I for 
all II. From [3, Proposition 2.143, we see that e can assume that 
A =e,R, where {e,> is a sequence of orthogonal idempotents of R. 
e claim that there exist orthogonal idempotents h, , hi : h,, 
that, for all II, e,R5hh,R, h,,Rzh~R~hh,,R@h~ 
(1 -h,-h;- ... -h,-h;) RERR. 
We construct the family h,, iz;, h,, h;,..., inducti 
Lemma 2.3 with e = e, and g = 1, we obtain orthogonal i 
~;ER such that e,Rsh,R, h,Rzzhh;Rzzhh,R@h;R and (l-h,-&,) 
z R. Now, assume that, for k 3 1, we have constructed orthogonal idem- 
potents h,, hi, h,, h; ,..., h,, h; in R such that for i = l,..., k we have 
h,R?zhh:REhh,R@hjR and (1 -11, -hi ~ ... -h,-h;)RrR. 
Applying Lemma 2.3 with e = ek+ L and g= 1 -h-h;- ... -h,-hk we 
get orthogonal idempotents 
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h 4+, k+l> ~(l-hl-h;- ... -hk-h;) R(l-h,-h;- ... -hk-h;) 
such that e,+,Rsh,+,R, hk+lR~hhk+lR~hk+lROh;+lR and 
(l-h,-h;- ... -hk+l-h;+l ) Rr R. This completes the induction 
argument. 
Choose orthogonal idempotents h, h’ in R such that hR = V, h,R and 
h’R=V,, hi,R and note that, by [3, 3.15, (b)], hS=V, h,S and h’s= 
V, h; S. Since the family h, S, hi S, h, S, h;S,... is independent and h, S E 
hiS= h,S@ h;S for all ~1, we obtain, by using Lemma 1.3, that 
This implies that hS E 2(hS) and, consequently, S@ hS E S. Hence, h E J. 
Also, we have, for each n, e,S 5 h,S. By Lemma 1.3, we get V e,S 5 hS 
and so, V e,S < J= I. In particular, V e, R 6 I. 1 
From Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5, we obtain 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be a right NO-continuous regular ring, and set I= 
{x E RIR @ xR 5 R). Then, I is a two-sided ideal of R such that R/I is a 
directly finite, right X,-continuous regular ring. 
We are now ready to show that the directly finite factor rings of a right 
X,-continuous regular ring are unit-regular. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be a right &-continuous regular ring and let K be a 
two-sided ideal of R. Set I= (x E RI R @ xR 5 R). Then, R/K is directly 
finite tf and only ‘f t I < K and, in this case, R/K is unit-regular. 
Proof By Theorem 2.6, R/I is a directly finite, right &continuous 
regular ring. According to [4, Theorem 1.41, R/I is unit-regular. So, any 
factor ring of R/I is unit-regular and, in particular, directly finite. On the 
other hand, if R/K is directly finite, then 16 K by Lemma 2.1. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let R be a right &-continuous regular ring and write 
I= {x E RjR@ xR 5 R}. Then, I coincides with the intersection of those 
maximal two-sided ideals A4 of R such that R/M is directly finite. 
Prooj’I Theorem 2.6, Theorem 2.7, and [4, Corollary 2.81. 1 
Now, we proceed to study finitely generated projective right modules 
over a right X,-continuous regular ring. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let R be a right NO-continuous regular ring, let A 
and B be finitely generated projective right R-modules and set I= 
{xERIR@xR~R}. 
(i) If C is a countably generated submodule of A such that Cd AI, 
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then there exists a finitely generated submodule D of A such that D < AI and 
(ii) Let A,, A 2 ,... 6 A and B,, B, ,... < he i~de~e~de~t sequences of 
finitely generated submodules of A and B su that A,, 2 B, and A, = AWL 
n = B,I for all n. 
(a) %f@A, <,A, then ASB. 
(b) J,f @A, d ‘, A and @II, de B, then A G B. 
Pro@ (i) Let S be the maximal right 
tify AI with the submodule (A OR S) I 
14.19 and 14.31, there exists a finitely gene 
such that C d E D. There exist submodules C,, C,,... < C such that C = 
@F= 1 C, and each C,, is isomorphic to a principal right ideal of I?. Since 
C,,I= C, for all n, we see that there exist orthogonal idempotents eI, e2,..., 
sf R such that C,, E e,, R and e,, R < I for all II. Let e be an idempoten 
such that eR = v,, e,,R and note that, by Lemma 2.5, we have e 
According to Lemma 1.3, we have D r eS = eR and, ~o~se~~e~t~y 
DIG AI. 
(ir) (a) By (i), A = AI and so, A is a finitely generated right S- 
module. We have an isomorphism @A,, + @B,, and as in [4, oof of 
Theorem 2.21, this map extends to a monomorphismf: A + B OR Since 
f(A ) I=f’(A), we obtain that ,f(A) CT B and so, A 2 
(b) As in (a), we have a monomorphism ,f: A + B BR S extending 
0 A,, + 0 B,,. Aiso, by (i), we have that B OR S r B and so we obtain a 
phism g: A CT B such that @ B,, 6, g(A ). Thus, g(A) = B and 
The proof of the following lemma is a slight modification of that of [3; 
Theorem 10.14]. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let R be a right kZ,-continuous regular 
nitely generated projective right R-modules. If A 5 
Proqfi Let C be a submodule of A such that C ?z B arid let f: A + C be 
a monomorphism. Set A = H@ C. As in [3, Theorem l&14], we see that 
the family (H, fH, f lH,...} is independent. Set P = H 
and note that PdAI (where I={xERIROXR~RR)). e observe that 
P = M@fP and fP < C. Since fP is countably genera 
Lemma 2.9(i) that ,fP de Q d C for some finitely gener 
y Lemma 2.9(ii) we have Q z H @ Q. So, if C = Q 0 K, we have 
Thus, A z B and the proof is complete. 
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The following theorem provides an affirmative answer to [3, 
Problem 25, p. 3471. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let R be a right &,-continuous regular ring, let S be the 
maximal right &-quotient ring of R, and let A and B be finitely generated 
projective right R-modules. 
(a) IfA@.SsB@.S, then ASB. 
(b) ZfA@.SzBBO.S, then AgB. 
ProoJ: First, we show that it s&ices to prove (b). If A OR S5 B OR S, 
then there exist S-submodules C, D < B OR S such that C@ D = B Q R S 
and C E A 0 R S. We have D E e, S@ ‘. ’ @ e,S for some idempotents 
e,,..., e, in R. Since (A @e, R@ ..’ @e,R) @,SzB QRS, we deduce 
from (b) that A@e,R@ ... @e,RzB. Thus, ASB. 
(b) Set 1= (x E RI R @ xR 5 R}. By Lemma 2.5, I is a two-sided ideal 
of S and, in fact, I=(xESIS@XS~S}. Set i?=RJI and s=SjI. By 
Theorem 2.7, S is a unit-regular ring. Also, R 4 S and, since idempotents in 
S lift to idempotents in S, a contains all the idempotents of 3. Since 
A/AZ OR s 2 (A OR S)/(A OR S)Z z (B OR S)/(B OR S)I g B/BI OR s, 
we infer from [3, Proposition 3.161 that A/AZz B/BI. Applying [3, 2.191, 
we get decompositions A = A, 0 A, and B = B, 0 B, such that A, E B, and 
A,Z=A,, B,I= B,. Let q be an isomorphism from A, onto B,. Set 
C=A, ORS; D=A, ORS; E=B, ORS; F=B,@,S and note that we 
can identify D with A, and F with B,. We observe that A OR S = C 0 D 
and B 0 R S = E @ F and that !Y = cp 0 1 is an isomorphism from C onto E. 
Now, we construct families of finitely generated submodules of A OR S 
c, , c; , c,, c; ,... < c, D,, D;, D,, D; ,... 6 D 
such that 
(1) CLZ= CL and DLZ= 0: for all n. 
(2) C=C,@C;; D=D,@D; 
c,=c,+10c:,+1; D,=D,+l@D:,+, for all n. 
(3) C,@D,gE=!P(C); C;@D;gF 
C .+I@D,+,rY(C,); C~+,@D;+,~!P(C~) foralln. 
We proceed by induction on n. 
Put n=l. By hypothesis, A@RS=C@DgB@OS=E@F, so by 
[3,2.8], there exist decompositions C= C, @ C’, and D= D, @ 0; such 
that C, 0 D, z E and C; @ 0; E F. Clearly, C;, 0; d (A OR S) I. 
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Wow, assume that, for n 3 1, we have constructed C, , C; ,.~., C,,, C;, < C 
and II,, D; ,~.., D,, D:, dD satisfying conditions (l)-(3). E%y (3): we have 
C,OD,~~(C,,~,)(forn=l, takeC,=C). the other hand, by (2), we 
have Cnei=C,,OC~. Since C,_,dC, we ain C,,@DL>,zz Y’(C,_,)= 
!P(C,,)O F(CL). So by [3, 2.81, there exist de~om~osit~o~s C,? = 
c n+,OC+1 and D,=D1l+l@D~+, such that C,+,@D,+,rY(C,,) 
C:,+,OD:,+,r !P( Ci,). Clearly, conditions (I ))(3) are satisfied and so. 
induction works. 
te that (Ci} and {D:,} are independent sequences of finitely 
submodules of A @ R S. By ( I), we can identify C:, , Di, with sub- 
f AI. According to Lemma 2.9(i), there exist finitely generated 
modules C’ d AI and D’ < AI such that @ ,, C:, o,, ap:, d (’ D’. 
note that C’ 6 A, and D’ < A,. Let C” and ‘tely generated 
s of A such that A, = C’@ C” and A, 
We note that 0 cp(C:,) d e cp(C’) 6 BB. Set X,, = C:, 0 D:, for n 3 1 
y, =K y,,+i = cp(C:,) for n 3 1. Then, { Xf,, } and { Y,, 1 are indepen 
sequences of finitely generated submodules of A and B respectively sue 
that X,, 6 AI and Y,, d BI for all n. By (3), we have X,, z Y,:, for all II. Also, 
we observe that 0 X,, < (, C’ @ID’ and 0 Y,, d r F@ cp(C’). So, we deduce 
from Lemma 2.9 (ii) that C’@ D’ 2 F@ cp(C’). Let f be an isomorphism 
from F@q(C’) onto C’@D’. We have A =C’@C”@D’@D” and B= 
cp(C”)@F@ cp(C’). Define a map g: B--f A by g(.y+~l) = q ‘(x) +.f’(~)) 
where x E cp(C”) and J E F@ q( C’). Then. g is an ~sornor~~ism from B onto 
C’@C”@D’<A a d so, B 5 A. Similarly, A 5 Thus: from Lemma 2.10 
we obtain A 2 B. 
The following theorem provides an affirmative answer to t3, 
Problem 26, p. 3471. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let R he a right &,-continuous regular ring and let A and 
finitely generated projectioe right R-modules. Lei A 1, A2 ,... d A arzd 
z ,... < B be independent sequences of finitely generated submodules cf A 
and B such that A,, g B,, for all n. 
(a) 4f@ A,, <,A, then AZB. 
(b) If@ A, <,A and @ B, <.B, then Az 
Pro~jI Let S be the maximal right X,-quotient ring of R. Then, A OR 5‘ 
and B OR S are finitely generated projective right S-modules. Also, 
(A, OR S> and {Bn OR S> are independent sequences of finitely generate 
S-submodulesofA@RSandB@RSsuchthatA,@RSrB,@RSfora 
n. in case (a), we have @(A,, OR S) < r A @ R S and, by Lemma 1.3 we 
5 5 B OR S. Applying Theorem 2.11, we get AI 5 
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The following theorem generalizes [4, Corollary 2.61. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let R be a right &-continuous regular ring, let A and B 
be finitely generated projective right R-modules and let n E N. 
(a) If nA 5 nB, then A 5 B. 
(b) If nA E nB, then A E B. 
Proof Using Theorem 2.11, we see that we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that R is right K,-injective. 
(a) Set T=End,(B). By [3, Proposition 14.191, T is a right K,- 
continuous, right K,-injective, regular ring. There exist idempotents e,, 
e2,..., e,,E T such that e,(B)@e,(B)@ ... @e,(B)rA. Set, P=e,T@ 
. . @e,,T and note that (nP),s(nT),. Set I= (XE TlT@xTsT}. We 
have n(PIPI)Tj, 5 n(TII)TjI and, as T/I is a directly finite, right X0- 
continuous regular ring, it follows from [4, Corollary 2.61 that P/PI5 T/I. 
Applying [3, 2.201, we obtain decompositions P = P, @P, and T= 
T, @ T2 such that P, z T, and P, = P,I. In particular, we obtain 
TO P2s T. So we have P= P, 0 P2s TOP,5 T. Consequently, we 
conclude that A 5 B. 
(b) From (a), we see that A 5 B and Bs A. By Lemma 2.10, we have 
AEB. 1 
THEOREM 2.14. Let R be a right &continuous regular ring, let M be a 
maximal two-sided ideal of R, and write T= R/M. 
(a) If T is directly finite, then T is a simple, unit-regular, right self 
injective ring. 
(b) If T is directly infinite, then T is a simple, right N,-injective 
regular ring and any nonzero finitely generated projective right T-module is 
free of rank one. 
Proof (a) Theorem 2.6, Theorem 2.7, and [4, Theorem 1.91. 
(b) If x E R, then write X for x + M. 
Set I = {x E RI R @ xR 5 R >. By Theorem 2.7, there exists some x E I- M. 
Applying Lemma 2.3 (with g = l), we obtain an idempotent h in R such 
that xR 5 hR and hR g 2(hR). Let A be any nonzero finitely generated pro- 
jective right T-module. We shall see that A E hT. Since N,(hR) 5 R, we see 
that there exist orthogonal idempotents h,, h,,... E R such that h,R g hR for 
all i. Note that hT# 0 and so, since T is simple, we see from [3, 2.231 that 
there exists r 3 1 such that Ts r(hT). Inasmuch, as A SST for some s 2 1, 
we conclude that there exists n > 1 such that A 5 n(hT) z h, T@ . . . @I?, T. 
Clearly, we can choose an idempotent g in R such that gR< 
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h,R@ .~. 0 h,R and ET E A. On the other hand, there exists (since A f 0): 
nz > 1 such that hT< mA em. According to [3, 2.201, there exist 
decompositions hR = C, @ C, and m( gR) = D, BP>, such that C, E B, and 
C,dM. Since hRrh,,, R, there exists an idempotent 
h’Rdh,+l R and h’R g CZ. Choose an idempotent .f in 
gR@ h’R and note that fT= A. Also, observe th 
m(n + I)(hR). Since k(hR) r hR for all k> 1, we ha 
m(fR) 2 m(hR). Applying Theorem 2.13 and Lemma 2.1 
so A~fTriiT. 
Let S be the maximal right &-quotient ring of W and observe that, by 
[3, 3.15(c)], MS = SM is a maximal two-sided ideai of S and MS n R = M. 
Set s= S/MS and note that Tq $. Since idempotents in 3 lift 
to idempotents in S, we see that T contains all the idempotents of g. 
Since Tr2T, an application of [3, 3.15(a)] gives that T=s. Finally, 
[5, Iemma II.14.111 says that S, and so T, is right 
THEOREM 2.15. Let R be a right X0-continuous regular ring, and iet 
tE N. Set I= (.~ERIR@~R~R~. !f R/I is u tx t matrix ring, then is u 
t x t matrix ring. 
Proojp: Set R = R/I. By [3, 2.1 S], there exist orthogonal idem~ote~ts 
e, , e2 ,..., e, in R such that e, + + e, = 1 and t?,R E @,B for all i, 
13, 2.191, we deduce that there exist decompositions eiR= A,@ 
that A, are pairwise isomorphic and Bi = Bil. Set A = R i @ B, @ 
Then, we have 
tArA,@ ... @A,@t(B,@ ... @I?,) 
rR@(t-l)(B,@ ... @B,)r 
So, R is a t x t matrix ring. 
We close by using our results to obtain the following corollary, which 
generalizes some results in [4]. In particular, Corollary 2.16 (a) generalizes 
[4, Corollary 3.71 and Corollary 2.16(b) generalizes part of l4, 
Corollary 3.81. (However, the last assertion in [4, Corollary 3.81 is not 
true in the directly infinite case. For example, take R = End.(V) wh 
a field and V is an infinite-dimensional F-vector space and put 
where e is a projection on a one-dimensional subspace.) 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let R be a right X,-continuous regular ring. 
(a) If every simple artinian homomorphic image qf R is a t x t matrix 
ring, then R is a t x t matrix ring. 
(b) If R has no simple artinian homomorphic images, thelz R is a t x t 
matrix ring for every t E N. 
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ProoJ: (a) Theorem 2.6, Theorem 2.7, [4, Corollary 3.71, and 
Theorem 2.15. 
(b) Theorem 2.6, Theorem 2.7, [4, Corollary 3.81, and 
Theorem 2.15. 1 
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